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Monday
Week 1

How about this?

2-6

Week 2
9-13

Tuesday

Help your child develop a definition Revisit your definition of
for transportation.
Transportation.
Transportation is the word we use
to describe the method, we use to
move from one place to another.
The Driver Song
___the driver has a car, beep, beep,
beep, beep, beep. And on that car he
has a horn: beep. beep, beep, beep,
beep. With a beep, beep here and a
beep, beep there, Here a beep there a
beep everywhere a beep, beep.
* Use child’s name at start of song

Support your child with drawing a
picture of a form of transportation

Imagination Activity
Imagine that a box or laundry basket is a
car for your child. Make car noises and
talk about the parts of a car.
Song:
Drive, drive, drive your car gently down the
Street. Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily,
Life is such a treat.
Use pipe stems and colored sticks to make
a car.

Week 3
16-20

Transportation Hunt
Use magazines, newspapers, or
catalogs to find types of
transportation. Ask
questions about the pictures:
find a red car, a bus on the
street, something with 2 wheels,
a boat in water.

Wednesday

Thursday

Talk with your child about the
different types of transportation.

Friday

If you have toy transportation
items in your home gather them
for a discussion with your child.
Or while watching television talk
What types interest him/
her? _______________________ about the types you see.

Transportation Handout
Review the types of
Transportation with your child then
allow him/her to color. Use handout to review throughout the month

Number Train
Cut out 5 paper squares, number
from 1-5, then ask your child to line
in order. Place the colored cubes on
the number line.

Make an Airplane
Using any type of scrap material create
an airplane with your child.

Be a _________________

Join your child in pretending to be an
With younger children use their bodies
airplane, train, car, jet etc. Do the
as airplanes, while you talk about flying.
movements and make the sounds
Zoom around the house…

For younger children you
place in order, have child count &
touch the number. Count small
objects and place on the squares

Transportation Review

Transportation I Spy
Point out different types of
Ask your child questions about the
motor vehicles as you travel. Talk
pictures from yesterday and write down about colors, tire size and number
exactly what they say.
of doors, etc.

Song:
Fly, fly, fly your plane way up in the air
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily. Life
Without a care!

Spend time reading together
A B C D E F G…..
I’ll read to you and you read to me!

Later, encourage your child to draw a
picture of a vehicle and describe it

Motion and Speed

Investigate speed and motion by
making a simple ramp with a ruler,
book, or cookie sheet. Allow
small objects such as toy car, toy
truck, ball, crayon to roll down.
Ask your child for a prediction
How fast will it roll?

*If you need magazines contact your
teacher

Week 4
23-27

Week 5
30

Measuring Fun

Memory Game

Transportation Exercise

Use the pipe stems from your materials Lay a variety of objects on a tray. Allow Have your child act out the following:
Bag to measure a few items in your
child time to look at items. Cover items; Ride a bike
home.
the child has to remember as many
Row a boat
Have FUN with this activity!
Encourage your child to estimate the
length.

The Pilot
Ask your child to stretch her arms out
to the side.
Show her how to run around the room
like an airplane, tell your child,
Now it’s time to come in
for a landing. Show her how to move
more slowly and finally land.

items as possible. Try 3-7 items
depending on age of child.

Suggested items: spoon, ball, toy car, key
etc)

Run in place
Fly a helicopter
Drive a plane
Blastoff in a rocket ship

Remember to
Rote counting 1-10
Alphabet Song
Review Primary Colors (red, yellow, blue)

Walk and Count

Be sure to talk about how food gets to the
store as you enjoy your dinner!
.

include these Daily Activities:
Recite 2-3 Nursery Rhymes Review Primary Colors
Review Shapes (square, circle, triangle)

Take a walk to count cars.
How many did you see? ________
Try looking for a specific color.
For younger children every time
you spot a car encourage your
child to say “car” and the sound
vroom, vroom!
Suggested Books:

The Little Engine That Could
Watty Piper
Sailway Home by Bruce Degen
Trains by Gail Bibbons
Cars! Cars! Cars!
Grace Maccarone
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